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  Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: July    

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

20-Jul 3 ASWALE SUNISHA SUNIL 

NAMRATA 

FYIT Concentration different resons for lack 

of concentration, Have 

interest in some other 

field 

Asked to make a 

hobby in  another 

field and explained 

how to cope up with 

the existing situation 

Student started her 

interest in karatte 

class as hobby and 

also doing  

concentration on 

academics 

11-Jul 25 BHANGADE PRASHANT 

SAKHARAM ANITA 

FYIT Personal problem financial condition not 

good 

asked  to concentrate 

on studies 

advised to relax the 

student 

27-Jul 18 BHARSING PRAJAKTA BALAJI 

SUNITA 

FYIT confusion Can not understand 

subject and  how to 

study 

advised to 

concentrate and 

revised the topic at 

home to memorize 

topics 

given some 

assignment to write 

o some topic 

26-Jul 12 BHERE NITIN BHAGVAN 

BHAGYASHREE 

FYIT guidance  Doubts about career Asked to refer 

particular website  

Explained the 

opportunities after 

BSc(IT) 

26-Jul 39 BORUDE YASH 

CHANDRAKANT ASHA 

FYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 



16-Jul 28 CHATURVEDI ANANT 

SHASHIDHAR ANITA 

FYIT timing issue The reasons of lecture 

time 

Make adjustment 

with the lecture time 

 told to adjust time 

for the lectures  

30-Jul 37 CHAUDHARI TEJAS 

RAVINDRA MANISHA 

FYIT unable to pay fees due to financial problems 
not able to pay the 
balance fees 

suggested some NGO 
and trust from where 
he can get the 
assistance 

given some address 
and phone no to him 
to make contact 

27-Jul 11 KEDAR MAYURI MANISH 

SUNANDA 

SYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

18-Jul 50 KOTWAL VARSHA AKASH 

SUVANTA 

SYIT admission wants admission to his 
friend 

contacted friend and 
told entire procedure 
and eligibility  

furthermore 
admission done  

12-Jul 39 KUBADE NIKHIL NILESH 

SHRADDHA 

SYIT pronounce issues Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

15-Jul 43 MANDAVKAR POOJA VIJAY 

VIDYA 

SYIT points to 

remember for 

study 

How to memoirize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  



25-Jul 16 DESAI MANSI RAMESH 

ROHINI 

TYIT subject topics how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

28-Jul 18 DHOBALE KALYANI BABAJI 

SUSHILA 

TYIT project guidance confusion about selection 
of approach for the 
project 

suggestions given on 
methods , technology 
being suitable 

students has selected 
the topic with proper 
approach 

26-Jul 20 DHURI RUSHIKESH 

GURUNATH GAURI 

TYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memorize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

  

Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: August 

   

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

12-Aug 39 BORUDE YASH 

CHANDRAKANT ASHA 

FYIT pronounce issues Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

13-Aug 28 CHATURVEDI ANANT 

SHASHIDHAR ANITA 

FYIT Problem to 

memorize the 

topic 

How to memoirize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  



14-Aug 37 CHAUDHARI TEJAS 

RAVINDRA MANISHA 

FYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

 27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH 

SHIVAJI SHITAL 

FYIT practical 

programs 

how to write n analyse 

the programs 

try to solve more 

programs & efer the 

practical 

book  ,educational 

website. 

expalined the 

algorithm step by 

step procedure & 

logic to build the 

program  

16-Aug 6 DHAMNASKAR ANKITA 

RAMAKANT ROHINI 

FYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

17-Aug 17 MHATRE JITESH JAGDISH 

SARITA 

SYIT financial 

assistance 

low income ofn  his 

family 

payment by 

installment 

 princial has given 

the permission to 

pay the fees  

18-Aug 34 MISHRA AASHU SURESH 

DEVKALI 

SYIT pronunciation 

issues 

Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

19-Aug 46 MUNDHE PRASAD 

HARIDAS SUREKHA 

SYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memoirize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  



22-Aug 33 PARAB BHAGYASHREE 

PRASHANT NAYANA 

SYIT CR issues CR is not helpful  CR will not be 
changed 

convinced that the 
current CR is suitable 

23-Aug 51 PARKAR ARPITA GANESH 

PRAGATI 

SYIT books shortage books are not available in 
library 

will make necessary 
arrangements for 
books  

sufficient books 
requirements in 
library  will be made 
available 

24-Aug 15 PARULEKAR VISHAL 

PRASAD POOJA 

SYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

26-Aug 14 BORSE KAVITA SANJAY 

ANITA 

TYIT project guidance confusion about selection 
of approch for the project 

suggestions given on 
methods , technology 
being suitable 

students has selected 
the topic with proper 
approach 

 15 CHAVAN PREETI LALJI 

SUNITA 

TYIT CR issues CR is not helpful  CR will not be 
changed 

convinced that the 
current CR is suitable 

28-Aug 20 DHURI RUSHIKESH 

GURUNATH GAURI 

TYIT project topic  project topic selection 
confusion 

scope and suitable 
technology should be 
choose 

asked to analyse 
more on the topic 
and finalize .  



  

Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: Sept 

   

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

16-09-

2019 

27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH 

SHIVAJI SHITAL 

FYIT  not allowed in 

college 

due to late the peon 

does not allow in 

college 

cleared the rules n 

regulations of 

college n suggested 

to come early 

told to reach on 

time in college 

17-09-

2019 

6 DHAMNASKAR ANKITA 

RAMAKANT ROHINI 

FYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memoirize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

18-09-

2019 

13 PAL RAHUL HARINATH 

SHEELADEVI 

SYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

19-09-

2019 

29 PANDEY GAURAV RAJESH 

SANGEETA 

SYIT participation in 
events 

have some lacking in 
us ,how it will be done 

convinced to 
participate in the 
event 

how it will be 
helpful to them 
further more  



20-09-

2019 

33 PARAB BHAGYASHREE 

PRASHANT NAYANA 

SYIT lack of confidence in Pride function 
students  goes to 
advertise the events 

students those are 
weak in 
communication has 
to be practice 

senior students 
advised to give 
training to them 

23-09-

2019 

23 GOSWAMI RAHUL 

PREMNARAYAN MANDA 

TYIT project guidance confusion about 
selection of approach 
for the project 

suggestions given on 
methods , 
technology being 
suitable 

students has 
selected the topic 
with proper 
approach 

23-09-

2019 

25 GURAM VAIBHAVI RAJESH 

RENUKA 

TYIT project guidance confusion about 
selection of approach 
for the project 

suggestions given on 
methods , 
technology being 
suitable 

students has 
selected the topic 
with proper 
approach 

23-09-

2019 

26 HALDAR SONALI VIDHAN 

REKHA 

TYIT lack of confidence in Pride function 
students  goes to 
advertise the events 

students those are 
weak in 
communication has 
to be practice 

senior students 
advised to give 
training to them 

25-09-

2019 

27 HALDE SONALI SANDIP SMITA TYIT computer lab 
availability 

to practice  Practical 
program lab slot is not 
free 

ask to lab assistant 
for the respective 
slot 

lab assistant made 
necessary slot free 
to the students 
those wants 
practical work 



  

Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: December 

   

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

02-12-

2019 

28 CHATURVEDI ANANT 

SHASHIDHAR ANITA 

FYIT Clash between the 

friends 

The reasons of clashes Make friendship 

with the student 

Both made 

friendship 

03-12-

2019 

37 CHAUDHARI TEJAS 

RAVINDRA MANISHA 

FYIT participation in 
events 

have some issues ,how 
it will be done 

talked to participate 
in the event to 
boost up the 
confidence 

how it will be 
helpful to them 

further more 

04-12-

2019 

27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH 

SHIVAJI SHITAL 

FYIT Accent issues Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 



05-12-

2019 

33 PARAB BHAGYASHREE 

PRASHANT NAYANA 

SYIT 

participation in 
events 

have some lacking in 
us ,how it will be done 

convinced to 
participate in the 

event 

how it will be helpful 
to them further more 

51 PARKAR ARPITA GANESH 

PRAGATI 

SYIT 

15 PARULEKAR VISHAL PRASAD 

POOJA 

SYIT 

09-12-

2019 

14 BORSE KAVITA SANJAY 

ANITA 

TYIT CR issues CR is not helpful  CR will not be 
changed 

convinced that the 
current CR is suitable 

10-12-

2019 

23 GOSWAMI RAHUL 

PREMNARAYAN MANDA 

TYIT computer lab 
availability 

to practice  Practical 
program lab slot is not 
free 

ask to lab assistant for 
the respective slot 

lab assistant made 
necessary slot free to 
the students those 
wants practical work 

11-12-

2019 

24 GUPTA RAJKUMAR NANDLAL 

SAVITRI 

TYIT computer lab 
availability 

to practice  Practical 
program lab slot is not 
free 

ask to lab assistant for 
the respective slot 

lab assistant made 
necessary slot free to 
the students those 
wants practical work 



  

Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: January 

   

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

04-01-

2020 

18 BHARSING PRAJAKTA BALAJI 

SUNITA 

FYIT confusion Can not understand 

subject and  how to 

study 

Expalined different 

ways to memorize 

topics 

given some 

assignment to write 

o some topic 

05-01-

2020 

12 BHERE NITIN BHAGVAN 

BHAGYASHREE 

FYIT guidance  Doubts about career Asked to refer 

particular website  

Explained the 

opportunities after 

BSc(IT) 

06-01-

2020 

39 BORUDE YASH 

CHANDRAKANT ASHA 

FYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

07-01-

2020 

37 CHAUDHARI TEJAS 

RAVINDRA MANISHA 

FYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 



08-01-

2020 

27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH 

SHIVAJI SHITAL 

FYIT pronunciation 

issues 

Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

09-01-

2020 

6 DHAMNASKAR ANKITA 

RAMAKANT ROHINI 

FYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memoirize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

04-01-

2020 

11 KEDAR MAYURI MANISH 

SUNANDA 

SYIT rank holder 

concession by 

college 

to avail the facility for 

ranking need guidance 

discussed the 

procedure of writing 

application and 

attach marksheet and 

get duly signed by 

principal and submit 

application 

prepraed and signed 

and got the benefits 

11-01-

2020 

30 KHOT VISHAL DNYANDEV 

SHOBHA 

SYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

15-01-

2020 

50 KOTWAL VARSHA AKASH 

SUVANTA 

SYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

13-01-

2020 

14 BORSE KAVITA SANJAY 

ANITA 

TYIT scoring marks Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 



14-01-

2020 

16 DESAI MANSI RAMESH 

ROHINI 

TYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

15-01-

2020 

18 DHOBALE KALYANI BABAJI 

SUSHILA 

TYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to prepare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

16-01-

2020 

20 DHURI RUSHIKESH 

GURUNATH GAURI 

TYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memorize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

17-01-

2020 

15 CHAVAN PREETI LALJI 

SUNITA 

TYIT placement need to guidance lecture 

for cracking interview 

some expert institute 

are available to 

guide the students 

on placement tricks 

arranged seminar , 

lecture on campus 

placement 

17-01-

2020 

21 GAWADE PRANAY SANTOSH 

SAVITA 

TYIT placement need to guidance lecture 

for cracking interview 

some expert institute 

are available to 

guide the students 

on placement tricks 

arranged seminar , 

lecture on campus 

placement 

17-01-

2020 

28 HUMBER AKSHATA TUSHAR 

LEENA 

TYIT placement need to guidance lecture 

for cracking interview 

some expert institute 

are available to 

guide the students 

on placement tricks 

arranged seminar , 

lecture on campus 

placement 



  

Mentor Name: Prof.Rupali Patil Month: February 

   

DATE ROLL 

NO. 

MENTEE NAME CLASS Query 

Expressed 

Points Discussed  Decision Given  Action taken  

03-02-

2020 

3 ASWALE SUNISHA SUNIL 

NAMRATA 

FYIT Frustration different reasons for 

lack of concentration, 

Have interest in some 

other field 

Asked to make a 

hobby in  another 

field and explained 

how to cope up with 

the existing situation 

Student started her 

interest in karate 

class as hobby and 

also doing  

concentration on 

academics 

04-02-

2020 

12 BHERE NITIN BHAGVAN 

BHAGYASHREE 

FYIT guidance  Doubts about career Asked to refer 

particular website  

Explained the 

opportunities after 

BSc(IT) 

05-02-

2020 

39 BORUDE YASH 

CHANDRAKANT ASHA 

FYIT understanding of 

the subject 

how to make the subject 

easy to understand 

Refer particular 

book 

Given that book to 

her for some time 

period 

06-02-

2020 

28 CHATURVEDI ANANT 

SHASHIDHAR ANITA 

FYIT Clash between the 

friends 

The reasons of clashes Make friendship 

with the student 

Both made 

friendship 



07-02-

2020 

27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH 

SHIVAJI SHITAL 

FYIT pronunciation 

issues 

Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

08-02-

2020 

50 KOTWAL VARSHA AKASH 

SUVANTA 

SYIT How to score 

good 

Different points where 

full marks can be 

obtained 

asked to perpare 

those full scoring 

topics properly 

explained which 

topics can provide 

full marks 

05-02-

2020 

39 KUBADE NIKHIL NILESH 

SHRADDHA 

SYIT pronunciation 

issues 

Pronouncing certain 

consonant sounds 

incorrectly. 

practice English 

alone , attention to 

the notation and 

stress.  

by practicing 

English notation 

and stress and by 

speaking English 

alone issue is being 

resolved 

10-02-

2020 

43 MANDAVKAR POOJA VIJAY 

VIDYA 

SYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memorize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

11-02-

2020 

17 MHATRE JITESH JAGDISH 

SARITA 

SYIT unable to pay 
fees 

due to financial 
problems not able to 
pay the balance fees 

suggested some 
NGO and trust from 

where he can get 
the assistance 

given some address 
and phone no to 

him to make 
contact 

13-02-

2020 

17 DESAI MANSI RAMESH 

ROHINI 

TYIT Clash between the 

friends 

The reasons of clashes Make friendship 

with the student 

Both made 

friendship 



10-02-

2020 

20 DHURI RUSHIKESH 

GURUNATH GAURI 

TYIT Problem with 

memorizing the 

things for Exam 

How to memorize Shown some 

memorizing 

techniques from 

internet 

given a list fro 

memorizing and get 

it done  

15-02-

2020 

21 GAWADE PRANAY SANTOSH 

SAVITA 

TYIT books shortage books are not available 
in library 

will make necessary 
arrangements for 
books  

sufficient books 
requirements in 
library  will be 
made available & 
made departmental 
library  
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Query 
Express 

Points 
Discussed 

Decision 
Given 

Action 
taken Query Express 

Points 
Discussed 

Decision 
Given Action taken 

20 NARVEKAR NACHIKET FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of his 

make a planner 
and don't take 

he prepared a 
study timetable 

21 TAMBITKAR SUPRIYA FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Disorganization
discuss the 
reason for that

plan, 
proioritize and 

she also 
prepated daily 

23 THAKUR PRATIK FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Poor sleep habits
late night dinner 
and watching 

make a 
planner, eat 

he apply some 
suggesion now 

24 ROY PARAS FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

caffeinate
while 
disscussing with 

due to caffein 
its affected a 

he apply week 
target and 

25 BHANGADE PRASHANT FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Boredom 
to find out the 
causes of this 

make a planner 
and spend time 

he started to 
learn four 

26 GHOSH BISHWARUP FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

procrastinating
discusse with 
him why this 

use a planner 
for time 

he preapted 
time table on 

27 CHAVAN PRATHAMESH FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle vocabulary and 

fear of English
he try to sepak 
in english but 

advice him to 
choose one 

he apply trick 
and find easy 

28 CHATURVEDI ANANT FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

stage fear 
discussed why 
this aniety he 

particpate in 
college activity

he hosted an 
Reverse 

29 RAJPUROHIT HARSH FYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

finance problem
discuss the 
current states of 

follow time 
management, 

he started the 
study with his 

39 KUBADE NIKHIL SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

remedial coaching
he faild in sem-I 
exams

seat for AKTK 
and take 

he seat for 
remidal for 

40 DESAI GANDHARVA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Boredom 
to find out the 
causes of this 

make a planner 
and spend time 

he started 
playing a criket 

41 PATIL NISHANT SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle lack of 

selfconfidance
due to inner fear 
he is not 

change 
approach and 

he presented 
research paper 

42 PATIL SONALI SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle understaning of 

teacher 
they facing 
issue with 

ask question in 
class or after 

she 
implemented 

43 MANDAVKAR POOJA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle advice related to 

skill based cources 
she wanats to 
learn some soft 

I suggest her to 
enrolled in 

she enrolled in 
skill 

44 SAWANT POOJA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle advice related to 

skill based cources 
she wanats to 
learn some soft 

I suggest her to 
enrolled in 

she enrolled in 
skill 

45 TAWRE OMKAR SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle understaning of 

teacher 
they facing 
issue with 

ask question in 
class or after 

he 
implemented 

47 PATIL KARAN SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
he done his 
schooling from 

suggest him to 
listen and read 

he watched 
some movies 

48 PATIL PRAVESH SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Poor sleep habits
leate night 
dinner and 

make a 
planner, eat 

few days later 
he presented in 

49 TAMBE SUPRIYA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
she done her 
schooling from 

suggest her to 
listen and read 

she watched 
some movies 

50 KOTWAL VARSHA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

she prepated a 
study timetable 

51 PARKAR ARPITA SYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Financial issues
discussed the 
family earning 

Suggest part 
time work 

our principal 
allowed her to 

49 BHOSLE SAKSHI TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

she prepated a 
study timetable 

50 KAMBLE SAHIL TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Boredom 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

he started 
gyming and 

51 SONI DEEPAK TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Disorganization
discuss the 
reason for that

plan, 
proioritize and 

he also 
prepated daily 

52 DHURI RUSHIKESH TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
he done his 
schooling from 

suggest him to 
listen and read 

he watched 
some movies 

53 NAIK SHUBHAM TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Poor sleep habits
late night dinner 
and watching 

make a 
planner, eat 

few days later 
he presented in 

54 NIKAM ASMITA TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
she done her 
schooling from 

suggest her to 
listen and read 

she watched 
some movies 

55 GAWADE SUJEET TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

he seated in 
library after 

56 PALANDE PRITESH TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

57 MADHAVI NIMISHA TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

she prepated a 
study timetable 

58 DESAI MANSI TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Financial issues
discussed the 
family earning 

Suggest part 
time work 

she started a 
part time clerk 

59 NARVANKAR GEETANJALI TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
she done her 
schooling from 

suggest her to 
listen and read 

she watched 
some movies 

60 BOLKE SANKET TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Poor sleep habits
leate night 
dinner and 

make a 
planner, eat 

few days later 
he presented in 

61 RAORANE TANMAY TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

62 CHAVAN PREETI TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle not concentrated 

in study 
to find the 
causes of this make a planner 

she prepated a 
study timetable 

63 BHAGAT YADNESH TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Poor sleep habits
leate night 
dinner and 

make a 
planner, eat 

few days later 
he presented in 

64 AHIWALE BHUMIKA TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle fear to speak 

english
she done her 
schooling from 

suggest her to 
listen and read 

he watched 
some movies 

65 SALVI PRATHAMESH TYBSc IT
Snehal Borle

Financial issues
discussed the 
family earning 

Suggest part 
time work 

our principal 
allowed him to 

in this 
meeting 

first 
inracation 
between 
mentor 

and 
alloted 
mentee, 
how it's 
work? 
Etc.

Here 
Explain the 
concept of 
mentor and 

mentee, 
how this 

work?, the 
Each 

students 
intorduce 

themselves 
infront of 

group. Also 
aksed about 
there career 

plans,the 
obejctive 
behined 

slected this 
course. 

suggest 
them to 

participat
e in 

various 
intercolle

giate 
event and 
college 

event like 
indradhan

u and 
Pride 
2019. 
where 

you learn 
ledarship 
qualitites 

and 
minimise 
your stage 

fear. 
Started 
reading 
English 

news 
paper for 

enrich 
your 

vocabular
y, 

particpate 
in skill 

developm
ent course

many 
studnets 

particapte 
in Pride 

2019 as a 
volunter, 
most of 

the 
students 

have 
financial 
issues I 
suggest 
them to 
write a 
letter to 
principal 
madam 
for time 

concesion 
in 

payment 
of fees. 
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